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About This Game

In the distant future, humanity has discovered a method to replicate matter through the use of a Dimensional Gate. Industry is
revolutionized overnight and a short period of chaos gives way to all warring factions uniting under a common banner.

A few years pass and the peace brought about by Gate Technology crumbles once a new threat appears; a race of energy
parasites that have crossed through the Dimensional Gate by mimicking the very materials humanity had believed they were
replicating. Mankind is quickly overtaken as their technology is turned against them and the energy emitted by the parasites

begins to take control of those exposed.

In an act of desperation, the experimental RSK9 is constructed, a ship made of Pre-Gate materials and technology with the
ability to absorb parasite energy and use it to power its incredible arsenal. Piloting the RSK9 is Alys, an ace pilot previously

missing in action that has returned seemingly immune to parasite control. Her skill and resistance to the parasite energies
influence make her the only pilot capable of preventing the extinction of mankind.

NOTE FOR LINUX USERS - Due to game engine limitations we are only able to guarantee compatibility with Ubuntu
18.04.2 LTS 64bit or newer. It is likely it will function on many other Linux distributions but it is impossible currently to be

100% sure. We very much want to support the Linux community and are happy to entertain suggestions on how we may
improve compatibility in the future.

GAME PLAY:

-Increase your B-Meter & firepower quickly by flying as close to enemy fire as possible and absorbing their energy. The closer
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you fly, the more energy you net!

-Fire your weapon while flying close to enemy fire and absorbing to perform powerful "Risk Shots". Enemies destroyed by
these powered up shots will turn into energy to power your shield. The best defense is a risky offense!

-Fly like an ace pilot and utilize Barrel Rolls to quickly cover vertical space & modify your attack!

-Unleash the Barrier Breaker once the B-Meter is full to inflict huge damage on everything in sight!

-Playing for points is fun again as higher scores are awarded for explosive bursts of destruction and taking risks! Destroy
multiple enemies at once and utilize "Risk Shots" to string together combos and increase your score multiplier!

-Experience different facets and paths to the story based on your performance and actions taken during missions!
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Title: Risk System
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Newt Industries, LLC
Publisher:
Newt Industries, LLC
Release Date: 14 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or above

Processor: Dual core or better

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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The style of this game is fantastic. Some of the most awesome effects i've ever seen in a game like this. The game can be
punishing, but one thing that stands out to me is the organic teaching the game does. As you fight through stages it likes to
introduce you to new mechanics you're going to have to figure out before you can meaningfully challenge the bosses. I got stuck
on the stage 5 boss, but this is one of those gems that actually feels rewarding to play.

Believe me, every time you try, you're gunna improve and then challenges that seemed insurmountable show you a method. Now
i can reliably smash the first few bosses with a bit of practice. Don't give up! Once i figure out this boss, i'm going for better
grades. Gotta walk before you can run!

Side note: The music man.. the music... straight fire.. Great shmup with a twist. A lot of care was put into presentation and
gameplay. If you like shoot-em-ups, this game belongs in your collection.. I can't go full screen OR figure out the second boss.
However, the game is really cool despite that and I am hoping they address some of these issues.
An excellent start.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/8HyXjoNhR2k. I like how the main mechanic forces you to take risks. This game is a dream to look at, with
some of the most beautiful pixel art I've seen in years. Solid voice acting and nice music add onto that to make a quality game
overall. The anime intro is a nice touch that makes it feel like you're really playing a Japanese game from the glory days of the
90s.

It plays similar to classic games like R-Type, but with a twist: you can power yourself up by hovering near enemy projectiles
(without hitting them!). Hence the name of the game: you're rewarded for taking on some level of risk. Cool concept that makes
for a fun game.

Difficulty-wise, it's just right, at least from what I've played so far. I was never good at bullet hell games at all, and while it's
very challenging and levels take a few tries, it's easy enough to be doable.

Highly recommended. Games like this are what make indie gaming great.. A cool shmup with a system that's very similar to
Psyvariar, but instead of the Buzz\/Risk mechanic allowing for survivability, it increases firepower and the actions available.
Because of this, the game is more about taking risks and improvisation, rather than just finding the right spot on the screen to
shave bullets.

The barrel roll compliments the Risk Shot mechanic by letting you shave a bullet to build meter, then cut through the entire
screen like a sword because of massive damage multiplier on Risk Shots.

Stages seem to be speedrun friendly, as enemy waves aren't tied strictly to a set spawn time. Some waves will spawn early if
certain enemies are defeated quick, such as the huge frigates in the background on stage one. The secret(ish) score mechanic in
the game revolves around not picking up energy refills and leaving them on screen as long as possible whilst you still shoot
enemies. This keeps the multiplier increasing steadily until you want to 'cash out', but doing so means barrel rolling up and down
the screen to avoid it colliding with your ship. Easier said than done but an interesting part of the game. Will be good to see how
much stages can be milked from this.

Pixel-art is great, and art direction in general is very good and does a good job of feeling like a Japanese-made anime shump.
I'm not keen on the typeface used in the menus but it is in-keeping with the aesthetic and is at least a pixel-art font so that it ties
it all together with the rest of the art. I was disappointed at it not having the anime opening. Maybe just as the second attract
mode piece? I dunno. Would have been a nice touch.

Shooting feels really good because of the effects in combination with the sound. Good soundtrack too.

The controls do a good job of making you feel like you're piloting a ship and not a cursor on the screen due to the inertia of the
ship. This is a blessing and a curse as making sharp movements becomes harder to do than in, say, a game like Gradius where
the ship responds instantly to the input made, which can initially lead to a lot of hits taken. I do think this is a very conscious
design choice though, as it means that moving is always a commitment and ties in with the game's theme.
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There are a few input glitches in the menus when using a DualShock4. The game cursor only moves on negative edge but I
imagine this will be fixed soon.

All in all, it's a great concept and a very polished, well-executed package. I don't think it's a new concept, but the game\/dev
clearly understands the genre and the lessons learnt from years of classic shumps to distil the ideas well enough into something
that feels unique and fresh.

It gets two Bamshews out of two.
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